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Abstract. Correlator product states (CPS) are a powerful and very broad class
of states for quantum lattice systems whose amplitudes can be sampled exactly
and efficiently. They work by gluing together states of overlapping clusters of
sites on the lattice, called correlators. Recently Carleo and Troyer Science 355,
602 (2017) introduced a new type sampleable ansatz called neural-network quan-
tum states (NQS) that are inspired by the restricted Boltzmann model used in
machine learning. By employing the formalism of tensor networks we show that
NQS are a special form of CPS with novel properties. Diagramatically a number
of simple observations become transparent. Namely, that NQS are CPS built
from extensively sized GHZ-form correlators, which are related to a canonical
polyadic decomposition of a tensor, making them uniquely unbiased geometri-
cally. Another immediate implication of the equivalence to CPS is that we are
able to formulate exact NQS representations for a wide range of paradigmatic
states, including superposition of weighed-graph states, the Laughlin state, toric
code states, and the resonating valence bond state. These examples reveal the
potential of using higher dimensional hidden units and a second hidden layer in
NQS. The major outlook of this study is the elevation of NQS to correlator op-
erators allowing them to enhance conventional well-established variational Monte
Carlo approaches for strongly correlated fermions.
Keywords: Tensor Network Theory, Correlator Product States, Neural-network
Quantum States, Restricted Boltzmann Machines
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1. Introduction
Quantum many-body systems represent a supreme ‘big data’ challenge in modern
physics. Formally an exponentially large amount of information is needed to
fully describe a generic many-body quantum state, making a brute-force numerical
approach intractable and limited to a few 10’s of qubits even with the most advanced
supercomputers [1]. Yet it is now becoming increasingly clear that physically relevant
states typically occupy a very small corner of this vast Hilbert space [2]. The many-
body problem is then formulated as finding physically motivated and efficient schemes
of capturing this corner of states and appealing to the variational principle to locate
the best approximation within this class.
In wider societal and commercial contexts increasing online connectivity has made
big data problems ubiquitous [3]. Currently deep learning is an increasingly popular
technique for processing meaningful information from these problems, and is already
having a transformative effect that finds far-reaching applications, ranging from self-
driving cars to speech recognition to targeted online advertising [4, 5]. Underlying
this success are artificial neural networks, which are a powerful tool for compactly
representing complex correlations in multi-variable functions and naturally allow
patterns and abstractions in data to be revealed [6]. Since their inception there has
been a close connection between neural-networks and physics, specifically statistical
mechanics, and this has provided insightful guidance on the ‘unreasonable success’ of
deep learning through its close links to renormalisation group methods [7, 8].
Over the past couple of years neural-networks and deep learning techniques have
attracted significant attention in the communities working on many-body systems.
This includes training a neural-network to identify symmetry-broken and topological
quantum phases of interacting systems [9, 10, 11, 12, 13], to solve impurity problems
in dynamical mean-field theory [14], to model thermodynamics observables [15], to
recommend cluster spin-flips that accelerate Monte Carlo simulations [16, 17], and to
enhance wave-function tomography [18, 19]. Of particular importance here is the
recent novel proposal by Carleo and Troyer [20] to directly apply neural-network
representations to the variational formulation of the quantum many-body problem.
Their numerical evidence, and very recent extensions [21], on model systems suggests
that this neural-network quantum state (NQS) approach is a promising and potentially
disruptive concept for the field.
Since then there have been a number of follow-up works aimed at understanding
how expressive a neural-network inspired ansatz is. This has included the construction
of exact NQS representations of several topological states [22], a characterisation
of states that can be described efficiently based on the depth of quantum circuits
generating them [23], and an analysis of the entanglement properties of NQS [24].
Importantly there has also been an effort [25] to connect NQS to another successful
quantum many-body approach, namely tensor network theory (TNT) [26, 27, 28].
Consequently a picture is now emerging about what kinds of quantum states are easy
to capture in NQS and how it differs from other well-established ansatzes.
This aim of this paper is to push these connections further by exposing in
detail the connection between NQS and a very general class of sampleable many-
body quantum states called correlator product states (CPS) introduced by Changlani
et al [29]. Although not formally required to understand or apply the NQS and CPS
approaches, we will heavily exploit tensor network diagrammatics. In doing so we
will demonstrate that TNT is a rather powerful and unifying form of visual calculus
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for revealing fundamental properties of these ansatzes and making clear pathways for
extending them. The main results of this work are a collection of relatively simple
observations, not necessarily all widely appreciated, that taken together provide key
insights into NQS. Indeed we will show that NQS are a very interesting special case of
CPS, a fact that allow us to construct a diverse set of non-trivial states with exact NQS
representations, including weighted-graph states and resonating valence bond (RVB)
states. Knowledge of such examples has proven invaluable in understanding the power
and limitations of other ansatzes, like matrix product states (MPS), and so they are
another useful contribution of this work. Moreover, these examples naturally suggest
a number of extensions to NQS including (i) the use of higher-dimensional hidden
units, (ii) using two hidden layers akin to deep neural networks, and (iii) elevating
NQS to a form of projective Jastrow-type ansatz [30]. With this in mind we will argue
that on practical level there are substantial advantages in using the tensor network
framework to code these types of increasingly sophisticated ansatzes [31].
1.1. Summary of main results
Correlator product states are built from by gluing together states, called correlators,
for overlapping clusters of sites on the lattice, as formally defined in Sec. 2.4. In
contrast NQS are based on restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) composed of M
binary hidden units (or neurons), as shown in Fig. 9 and formally defined in Sec. 4.2.
Here we briefly summarise the main results of this work:
(i) NQS can be viewed as a new and special form of CPS with each hidden unit
associated to an extensively-sized correlators, analogous to string-bond states.
(ii) NQS correlators are based on GHZ states and so are geometrically unbiased
allowing them to address the system either globally or locally.
(iii) In terms of tensor factorisations each hidden unit correlator has the structure of
canonical polyadic decomposition (CPD).
(iv) NQS become more powerful with r-dimensional hidden units, corresponding to a
CPD with rank r, and are equivalent to an NQS composed of two layers with r
and dlog2(r)e binary hidden units, respectively.
(v) NQS with M hidden units can be converted into MPS and projected entangled
pair states (PEPS) with an internal dimension χ = 2M and χ = 2M/2,
respectively.
(vi) Graph states have an NQS representation with the number of hidden units
equal to the minimum vertex cover of the graph, and this is generalised to a
superposition of weighted graphs states by introducing a second layer of hidden
units.
(vii) Uniform number states, such as the W state, can be described by an NQS with
M = dN/2e hidden units, where N is the number of sites in the system.
(viii) The Laughlin state is encoded by an additional M = N − 1 hidden units on top
of a uniform number state with the required filling.
(ix) Toric code, fully-packed loop and dimer states share the same structure of NQS
with M = N/2 hidden units, but the latter two states require r = 4 dimensional
hidden units.
(x) The RVB state is shown to have a two-layered NQS representation both with
O(N) hidden units, rendering it an inefficient representation for exact sampling.
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(xi) NQS can be generalised to correlator operators and applied to a wide class of
references states such as fermionic wave functions.
Details of these results are presented in the main text, which is structured into
five sections. For completeness some foundational background is given in Sec. 2,
which begins by formally introducing the quantum many-body problem we consider
in Sec. 2.1, followed by giving a brief overview of TNT in Sec. 2.2, variational Monte
Carlo (VMC) in Sec. 2.3 and CPS in Sec. 2.4. In Sec. 3 we describe a key tensor
network ingredient of this work, the COPY tensor in Sec. 3.1, and then formulate
CPS as tensor networks using them in Sec. 3.2. This section closes in Sec. 3.3 where
we show that quantum states whose amplitudes follow from a partition function of
a classical model with pairwise interactions, so called coherent thermal states, have
a simple exact CPS representation. Building on this Sec. 4 describes the essentials
behind NQS, starting by introducing RBMs in Sec. 4.1, which leads naturally to their
formal definition in Sec. 4.2 and their identification as a special class of CPS. This
section culminates with the corresponding tensor network for NQS being analysed in
Sec. 4.3. In Sec. 5 we then introduce exact NQS representations for weighted-graph
states in Sec. 5.1, uniform number states in Sec. 5.2, the Laughlin state in Sec. 5.3,
toric code states in Sec. 5.4, the fully-packed loop and dimer states in Sec. 5.5, and the
RVB state in Sec. 5.6. In Sec. 6 we discuss extensions of NQS as correlator operators
that can modify commonly used fermionic wave functions, before concluding the paper
in Sec. 7.
2. Background
In this section we introduce the quantum many-body problem formally and give a
brief overview of the approaches of TNT, VMC and CPS that will serve as useful
background for later sections.
2.1. Quantum many-body problem
For concreteness throughout this paper our considerations will be focused on a system
composed of N qubits (spin-1/2 subsystems) described by local basis states | v〉, with
v ∈ {0, 1}, being eigenstates of the z-Pauli operator σˆz | v〉 = (−1)v | v〉. An arbitrary
many-body state of this system can then be written as
|Ψ〉 =
∑
v
Ψ(v) |v〉 , (1)
where v = (v1, v2, . . . , vN )
T ∈ {0, 1}N is a bit string specifying a configuration basis
state |v〉 and Ψ(v) is its associated the complex amplitude. At zero temperature the
quantum many-body problem commonly involves two tasks: (i) finding the ground
state and/or low-lying excitations of a given Hamiltonian Hˆ, and (ii) time-evolving
a given initial state according to a (possibly time-dependent) Hamiltonian. Since
a general quantum state possesses 2N amplitudes Ψ(v), this represents an acute
manifestation of the ‘curse of dimensionality’. We will now introduce the TNT and
CPS approaches for sidestepping this issue.
2.2. Tensor networks
The amplitudes Ψ(v) can be viewed as an order-N tensor Ψv1v2···vN , represented
diagrammatically as a shape with N open legs as shown in Fig. 1(a). Tensor network
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(a) (b) 
Figure 1. (a) Tensors are represented graphically as shapes with legs protruding
from them corresponding to an index of the tensor. Here a general order-N tensor
Ψ of amplitudes for a quantum state is shown. (b) Two order-3 tensors Aabc and
Bxyz are shown with the third index of A and second index of B circled. By
contracting these indices, depicted as connected legs, we arrive at the order-4
tensor Cabxz .
theory is based on trying to decompose this structureless and monolithic object
Ψv1v2···vN into a network of lower order tensors. Such a network is defined by a graph
G where every vertex ν has associated to it a tensor T (ν) possessing a small number of
internal indices, each of dimension at most χ, and may additionally possess physical
indices vj , of dimension 2 here. The edges of G then describe how the internal legs of
each tensor are to be contracted together. Contraction is essentially the generalisation
of matrix multiplication, e.g. for two order-3 tensors Aabc and Bxyz a contraction
could form a new order-4 tensor as Cabxz =
∑
αAabαBxαz, so long as the dimension
the third index of A equals the that of the second index of B. This operation is
represented graphically by joining legs together, as shown in Fig. 1(b). A tensor
network decomposition therefore has the general form
Ψv1v2···vN = tTr
[
⊗ν∈G T (ν)
]
, (2)
where tTr is the tensor trace that performs all the contractions of the internal indices
specified by G, leaving N open physical indices vj . Formally, if χ is allowed to scale
exponentially with N then any tensor network decomposition based on a connected
graph can describe any state |Ψ〉. However, the practical utility of tensor networks
relies on the broad observation that even with a bounded and small χ certain networks
can provide extremely accurate and highly compressed descriptions of physically
relevant states.
Based on the entanglement area-law [2] and ideas from renormalisation group
there are a number of well established tensor networks suited to describing quantum
many-body states arising as low-lying eigenstates of short-ranged Hamiltonians.
This includes matrix product states (MPS) [32, 28], projected entangled pair states
(PEPS) [26, 27], tree tensor networks (TTN) [33, 34] and multiscale entanglement
renormalisation ansatz (MERA) [35]. For MPS and PEPS, shown in Figures 2(a) and
(b), the resulting network follows the geometry of the underlying physical system, e.g.
a chain or lattice with coordination number Z, and are built from tensors with Z
internal indices and one physical index. The dimension χ of the internal indices is
directly related to how much entanglement is captured by MPS and PEPS. A TTN
has a hierarchical structure in which degrees of freedom are successively thinned down
layer by layer to a dimension χ by order-3 isometric tensors, e.g. as in Kadanoff spin-
blocking. This is shown in Figure 2(c) for a 1D system. The MERA network in 1D
is similar to a TTN, as seen in Figure 2(d), but the layers of isometries are separated
by layers of order-4 unitary tensors that ‘disentangle’ prior to truncation. Both TTN
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(a) (c) 
(b) (d) 
Figure 2. Some common tensor networks. (a) Matrix product state (MPS), (b)
projected entangled pair state (PEPS), (c) tree tensor network (TTN) and (d)
multiscale entanglement renormalisation ansatz (MERA). In all cases the open
legs of the network correspond to individual degrees of freedom (spins/qubits) in
the physical system depicted beneath them.
and MERA can be generalised to 2D systems.
Finding a tensor network decomposition involves variationally minimising the
tensor elements. A first step in this is computing expectation values 〈ψ | hˆ |ψ〉, where
hˆ is some product operator, e.g. a term in the Hamiltonian Hˆ. The contraction of
the tensor network for 〈ψ | hˆ |ψ〉 is therefore required. For MPS and TTN efficient
and exact contractibility follows from the 1D chain or tree-like geometry, while for
MERA it follows from its peculiar causal cone structure resulting from the unitary
layers [35]. For PEPS, however, exact contraction is not efficient in general, but
efficient approximate contraction can be performed [26]. Deterministic tensor network
algorithms for computing ground state MPS, PEPS, TTN and MERA essentially boil
down to performing a form of alternating least squares minimisation of the total
energy with respect to given tensor(s) in the network [36]. Beyond stationary states
MPS methods have proven particularly successful for simulating the dynamical time-
evolution of 1D systems [37], with applications in cold-atoms [38, 39], periodically
driven materials [40], dissipative and disordered systems [41, 42, 43], as well as classical
stochastic problems [44, 45]. Substantial efforts have been and continue to be made
to mimic this success in higher dimensions with other tensor networks.
2.3. Variational Monte-Carlo
Contractibility of a tensor network is a rather constraining property and so we will
instead focus on the weaker property sampleability. This means that the amplitudes
Ψ(v) of a given ansatz in some fixed basis |v〉 can be efficiently computed. Once
armed with such a representation standard Monte Carlo methods allow the state to
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be variationally minimised [46, 47]. Specifically, the expectation value of an observable
Aˆ can be written in a form suited to Monte Carlo sampling as
〈Aˆ〉 =
∑
v
p(v)A(v), where p(v) =
|Ψ(v)|2∑
v |Ψ(v)|2
, (3)
is the probability of a configuration v and
A(v) =
∑
v′
Ψ(v′)
Ψ(v)
〈v | Aˆ |v′〉 , (4)
is the estimator of Aˆ. The sum over v′ in Eq. (4) is restricted to only those
configurations for which the matrix element 〈v | Aˆ |v′〉 6= 0. Thus, so long
as Aˆ is sparse in the chosen fixed basis its expectation value can be efficiently
estimated by flipping one or more qubits via a Markov-chain algorithm such as
Metropolis-Hastings‡. Typical terms comprising short-ranged Hamiltonians Hˆ fulfil
this requirement. As a result variational minimisation of a sampleable ansatz can
proceed by evaluating its energy E = 〈Hˆ〉 and its variance, along with their
gradient vectors with respects to parameters of an ansatz, updating them by a small
step along the direction of steepest descent, and iterating until convergence [47].
More sophisticated approaches such as modified stochastic optimisation [48], ‘linear
method’ [49, 50] and stochastic reconfiguration [51] are also commonly used.
2.4. Correlator product states
A very flexible approach for constructing ansatzes with sampleable amplitudes Ψ(v)
are correlator product states [29]. The essential idea is to use quantum states of subsets
of sites as correlators, and construct a full state of the system by overlapping the states
of many such subsets. Suppose we have a covering of our lattice C composed of `-site
subsets, the c-th member being specified by sites {x1(c), x2(c), . . . , x`(c)}. Each subset
has an `-site correlator Υ
(c)
v1v2···v` , comprising of 2
` complex numbers, associated to it
and a CPS is formed as the product of overlapping amplitudes
|ΨCPS〉 =
∑
v
∏
c∈C
Υ
(c)
vx1(c)vx2(c)···vx`(c) |v〉 . (5)
Consequently the amplitudes 〈v |ΨCPS 〉 reduce to products of elements of the
correlators Υ
(c)
v1v2···v` .
A common choice for CPS is to use completely general structureless correlators,
which limits their size ` to a small number of sites. The simplest example is a two-
site correlator Υ
(ij)
vivj associated to all nearest neighbouring pairs 〈ij〉, as depicted
in Fig. 3(a). This can be easily extended to longer-ranged two-site correlators by
enlarging the covering set, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b) for one site. The extreme limit of
this is where every pair of sites shares a two-site correlator, giving a special subclass
of CPS called the complete-graph tensor network ansatz [52]. Increasing the size of
correlators allows for the inclusion of plaquettes of the underlying lattice with an
overlapping covering. This subclass of CPS, shown in Fig. 3(c), are also referred to
as entangled plaquette states [53]. Other geometrical arrangements and covering are
possible and potentially desirable [54].
‡ Since it is not necessary to explicitly compute the 〈Ψ |Ψ 〉 in these methods throughout this paper
we will not concern ourselves with normalisation constants.
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(a) (b) 
(d) (c) 
Figure 3. (a) The covering pattern for nearest-neighbour pairwise correlators
Υnn. (b) A depiction of a longer-range CPS possessing next-nearest-neighbour
correlators Υnnn, shown for one site only for clarity. (c) Plaquette correlators
Υplaq spanning four sites. A given site is a member of four overlapping plaquettes
giving the patchwork quilt pattern shown. (d) A depiction of a variety of extensive
string correlators Υstring threading across the system vertically, horizontally,
diagonally, and along other paths. In all cases the colour of correlators is only to
guide the eye.
The CPS formalism equally applies to extensively-sized correlators, e.g.
correlators that involve all or a fraction of the total system. To avoid the curse
of dimensionality extensive correlators cannot be generic and must themselves posses
internal structure. One possibility is to use a tensor network decomposition of the
correlators. For instance, employing an MPS structure naturally allows correlators to
thread across the whole system, as shown in Fig. 3(d). This subclass of CPS are also
referred to as string bond states [55]. A key observation of our work here is that NQS
can be interpreted as a different tractable alternative for defining extensive correlators,
as we shall see shortly in Sec. 4.3.
3. Expressing CPS with TNT
While contractibility is a key property for the conventional tensor network approach,
the diagrammatic tensor formalism is both applicable and useful beyond this for
describing sampleable ansatzes. Here we shall illustrate this by formulating CPS
as sampleable tensor networks.
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3.1. The COPY tensor
The crucial ingredient we shall exploit frequently here is the COPY tensor [56, 57],
defined for three indices to have the diagonal elements
δijk =
{
1, i = j = k
0, otherwise
, (6)
and so is zero unless all its indices are equal. It generalises to any number of indices
straightforwardly and is denoted graphically as a dot • with legs for each index as
shown in Fig. 4(a). The name COPY tensor reflects that if we interpret any single leg
as an input qubit and terminate it with one of the basis states | 0〉 or | 1〉, then these
states are copied to all the legs representing the output qubits§, as shown in Fig. 4(b).
Irrespective of its number of indices the COPY tensor factorises for basis state inputs.
This algebraic property is the cornerstone of expressing a large class of many-body
quantum states as sampleable tensor networks. Terminating a leg with |+〉 = | 0〉+ | 1〉
deletes it giving a COPY tensor with an order reduced by one, as shown in Fig. 4(c).
(b) 
(c) 
(a) 
Figure 4. (a) A diagram of the order-3 COPY tensor defined in Eq. (6), along
with diagrams for the order-1 tensors for the qubit states | 0〉, | 1〉 and |+〉. (b)
The copy property in action for an order-4 COPY tensor when terminating any leg
with the | 0〉 and | 1〉 state. Note that the COPY tensor factorises into a product
of order-1 tensors. (c) Terminating any leg with a |+〉 deletes the leg leaving a
COPY tensor one order less. Since |+〉 is a sum of | 0〉 and | 1〉 we can equally
view this as showing the COPY tensor is a sum of products of order-1 tensors
given in (b).
If two COPY tensors have one or more legs contracted together then they obey
a “fusion” rule allowing them to be amalgamated into one COPY tensor, as shown in
Fig. 5(a). The rule also applies in reverse so we can take a COPY tensor and split
it up into an arbitrary network of connected COPY tensors with the same number of
open legs. An immediate application of this is presented by an order-N COPY tensor.
§ Consistent with the no-cloning theorem copying only occurs for inputs in this fixed basis.
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We can interpret this tensor as amplitudes of an N qubit GHZ state
|ΨGHZ〉 = | 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0〉+ | 1, 1, 1, . . . , 1〉 , (7)
as depicted in Fig. 5(b). Owing to its global correlations the GHZ state has no intrinsic
geometry. This is reflected on a tensor level by using the fusion rule repeatedly to
breakup the single COPY tensor into different networks that impose a given geometry.
For example two splits isolate the central qubit, as shown in Fig. 5(c). Further
applications can then give an MPS network with a 1D geometry, as in Fig. 5(d),
or a PEPS network with a 2D geometry, as in Fig. 5(e). In both cases the internal
dimension is the same as the physical dimension, so χ = 2.
(b) (a) 
(c) (d) (e) 
Figure 5. (a) An order-N COPY tensor is equivalent to the tensor of amplitudes
for a GHZ state. (b) The COPY tensor has a fusion rule meaning that the
contraction of one or more legs of two COPY tensors can be fused into a single
COPY tensor. Likewise we can always breakup a COPY tensor into one or more
contracted COPY tensors. (c) Applying the fusion rule two times to a 9 qubit
GHZ state allows the central qubit to be isolated. (d) Applying the fusion rule
9 times decomposes the order-9 COPY tensor into a chain equivalent to an MPS
tensor network. (e) Similarly the fusion rule allows the order-9 COPY tensor to
be brought into a grid equivalent to a PEPS tensor network.
Naturally we can change the fixed basis of a COPY tensor by unitarily
transforming its legs. For example by applying the d = 2 Fourier matrix (Hadamard
gate) Hjk = (−1)jk the COPY basis is transformed into the σˆx basis | ±〉 = | 0〉± | 1〉,
as shown in Fig. 6(a). For an order-3 COPY tensor this gives a so-called XOR tensor
defined as
Xijk =
{
1, i⊕ j ⊕ k = 0
0, otherwise
, (8)
whose non-zero elements correspond to the truth table of a classical XOR gate. Its
generalisation to higher order follows straightforwardly. The XOR tensor copies in
the | ±〉 basis, as shown in Fig. 6(b), and has legs deleted by termination with | 0〉, as
shown in Fig. 6(c). An order-N XOR tensor is equivalent to the quantum state
|ΨXOR〉 =
∑
v
(
P(v)⊕ 1
)
|v〉 , (9)
where P(v) = v1 ⊕ v2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ vN is the parity function of the bit string v. The
state |ΨXOR〉 is therefore an equal superposition of all configurations states with even
parity.
3.2. CPS as sampleable tensor networks
Building many-body ansatzes as products of overlapping states for subsets of sites
is easily expressed as a tensor network using the tools from Sec. 3.1. Each generic
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(c) (b) (a) 
Figure 6. (a) Changing the basis on each leg of a COPY tensor to the eigenstates
| ±〉 of σˆx via a Hadamard gate () gives the XOR tensor, shown here for order-3.
(b) The XOR generalises to any order and copies the | ±〉 basis. (c) Terminating
with the state | 0〉 now deletes legs from the XOR tensor.
correlator Υv1v2···v` is an order-` tensor whose indices are glued together by a COPY
tensor of the physical index [58]. In Fig. 7(a) the tensor network equivalent to the
pairwise nearest-neighbour CPS in Fig. 3(a) is shown, along with the next-nearest-
neighbour example from Fig. 3(b) in Fig. 7(b). Similarly the plaquette CPS from
Fig. 3(c) results in the tensor network in Fig. 7(c). While the nearest-neighbour
and plaquette CPS networks bare a strong resemblance to PEPS, and so could be
approximately contracted, this is not at all guaranteed to be the case for more general
CPS, such as those with long-ranged pairwise correlators. Crucially so long as a CPS
has poly(N) number of correlators, each with a small bounded size, irrespective of what
pattern they decorate the lattice, or how many correlators a given site is encompassed
by, the factorising properties of the COPY tensor in Fig. 4(b) guarantees the tensor
network is efficiently sampleable in the fixed basis. This is shown in Fig. 7(d) for
nearest-neighbour and Fig. 7(e) plaquette CPS. We can therefore view CPS as a very
broad and flexible class of sampleable tensor networks.
A similar construction applies to CPS with extensive correlators, but with
additional constraints. For string bond states each correlator Υstring, as in Fig. 3(d),
is itself decomposed as MPS tensor network. In Fig. 8(a) the resulting tensor
network for a CPS composed of overlapping horizontal and vertical strings is shown.
Terminating the physical indices with basis states again factorises the COPY tensors,
this time leaving a product of MPS similarly terminated, as illustrated in Fig. 8(b).
The sampleability of a string bond type CPS is then inherited from COPY tensor
factorability and the efficient contractibility of the MPS involved [55].
3.3. CPS for coherent thermal states
A classical thermal probability distribution can be described exactly within the CPS
and tensor network formalism [29]. Given a lattice system composed of discrete
classical binary units with configurations v the Boltzmann distribution follows as
pγ(v) = exp[−Eγ(v)]/Zγ with partition function Zγ =
∑
v exp[−Eγ(v)]. Here
γ = {a,K} denotes the parameters of the energy function Eγ(v), which for this
case are taken to be an N × N upper-triangular matrix K specifying pairwise Ising
couplings Kij , and a vector of local fields a = (a1, a2, . . . , aN )
T. Together these define
the energy function for the system as
Eγ(v) = −vTKv − aTv. (10)
The (unnormalised) probabilities pγ(v) have a CPS description built from two-site
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(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) 
Figure 7. (a) The tensor network of the nearest-neighbour CPS shown in
Fig. 3(a) where each correlator Υnn is a 2 × 2 order-2 tensor glued together by
COPY tensors. (b) The generalisation to next-nearest-neighbour correlators is
shown equivalent to Fig. 3(b) for a single site. (c) Similarly the plaquette CPS
shown in Fig. 3(c) is built from 2× 2× 2× 2 order-4 tensors Υplaq. (d) Sampling
the tensor network involves terminating each physical index with an input state
as depicted by 4 order-1 tensors. Here it is shown for the nearest-neighbour CPS
tensor network from (a). If these are states from our chosen fixed basis set then
the COPY tensor factorises leaving a product of the pairwise correlator elements
in this case. (e) For the plaquette CPS from (c) sampling gives a product of the
plaquette correlator elements.
(a) (b) 
Figure 8. (a) A string bond state like Fig. 3(d) has extensive correlators Υstring
each of which is decomposed itself as MPS tensor networks. This gives a complete
CPS tensor network shown here for a state composed of overlapping horizontal
and vertical strings. (b) Sampling the tensor network with our fixed basis states
causes the COPY tensors to factorise leaving a product of sampled MPS.
correlators
Υ(ij)vivj = exp
(
viKijvj +
ai
Zi vi +
aj
Zj vj
)
, (11)
defined between every pair of sites i, j with a coupling Kij 6= 0, and where Zi is the
coordination of site i. The connectivity of the CPS follows directly from K and so
if only nearest-neighbour couplings are present on a 2D square lattice the thermal
distribution has a tensor network of the form given in Fig. 7(a).
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In the context of quantum systems associating the Boltzmann distribution as
amplitudes gives a coherent thermal state
|Ψtherm〉 = e−Hˆcl |+〉 |+〉 · · · |+〉 =
∑
v
e−Eλ(v) |v〉 , (12)
where Hˆcl = −
∑N
i,j=1PiKijPj −
∑N
i=1 aiPi and Pi =
1
2 (1− σˆzi ) are local projectors.
With the addition of complex phases this form of quantum state has found application
in describing frustrated spin systems [59].
4. Constructing neural-network quantum states
Having introduced tensor networks and CPS we now move on to define neural-
network quantum states. Their origin is grounded in classical probabilistic models
that generalise the coherent thermal states introduced in Sec. 3.3.
4.1. Restricted Boltzmann machines
A more general set of classical probabilistic models are Boltzmann machines [5]. In
addition to the N physical or ‘visible’ units these include M hidden binary units whose
configuration is specified by h = (h1, h2, . . . , hM )
T ∈ {0, 1}M . This system of classical
units is governed by a pairwise energy function
Eλ(v,h) = −hTWv − vTKv − hTQh− aTv − bTh,
whose parameters λ = {a,b,W,K,Q} are extended to include Ising coupling between
the visible and hidden units W, the hidden units with themselves Q, and local fields
b = (b1, b2, . . . , bM )
T on the hidden units. The full joint probability distribution
is then thermal as pλ(v,h) = exp[−Eλ(v,h)]/Zλ with Zλ =
∑
v,h exp[−Eλ(v,h)].
However, the marginal distribution for the visible units comprising our system
pλ(v) =
∑
h pλ(v,h) can be non-thermal. The inclusion of hidden units significantly
broadens the probability distributions pλ(v) captured by the model.
In the context of neural networks restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) are a
popular subclass of Boltzmann models in whichK = Q = 0 [60]. They can therefore be
viewed as a two-layer system in which only interlayer Ising couplings W are permitted
between visible units in the lower layer and hidden units in the upper layer, as shown
in Fig. 9. The geometry of this bipartite graph has important implications. Namely
that the visible and hidden variables are conditionally independent
pλ(h|v) =
M∏
i=1
pλ(hi|v), and pλ(v|h) =
N∏
j=1
pλ(vj |h),
with pλ(hi = 1|v) = σ
(
bi +
∑N
j=1Wijvj
)
and pλ(vj = 1|h) = σ
(
ai +
∑M
i=1 hiWij
)
,
where σ(x) = 1/(1 + e−x) is the sigmoid function. This enables efficient block Gibbs
sampling of an RBM. Furthermore the absence of connections between hidden units
makes the marginal distribution of the visible units straightforward to compute as [5]
pλ(v) =
1
Zλ
∑
h
e−Eλ(v,h) =
1
Zλ

N∏
j=1
eajvj

M∏
i=1
(
1 + ebi+
∑N
j=1Wijvj
)
. (13)
The goal of machine learning with RBMs is to obtain a set of parameters λ generating
a distribution pλ(v) that is as close as possible to an unknown distribution pdata(v)
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governing the data. This is achieved by minimising the Kullback-Leibler divergence
DKL(pdata||pλ) between the two distributions. Although the partition function Zλ of
an RBM is intractable, both pλ(v) and its derivatives with respect to components
of λ can be efficiently sampled using Markov-chain Monte Carlo via block Gibbs
sampling [5]. The optimisation problem can then be solved using a gradient descent
algorithm. Alternatively, a computationally cheaper proxy for the KL divergence,
like the contrastive divergence [61], can be used to find a good approximate model
distribution prior to fine-tuning.
Figure 9. The undirected bipartite graph of an RBM with N visible and M
hidden spins. The elements of the binary vectors v and h are shown, along with
the local fields a and b. A few Ising couplings for the connections specified by W
are also labelled.
When applied to images, for example like the MNIST dataset of handwritten
numerical digits [62], visible configurations v specify the ‘on’ pixels. Optimisation
of pλ(v) is performed by sampling pdata(v) via a training set of example images.
Once trained an RBM can reveal correlations and patterns in the data with intuitive
interpretations. Typically the resulting couplings W correspond to features like pen
strokes, and the activation of certain sets of hidden units by input images v are
strongly linked a given digit. As such these extracted features can then be used for
pattern recognition on new data, or can be used to generate new samples according
to the optimised model distribution [5].
4.2. Neural-network Quantum States
The NQS ansatz is an extended form of coherent thermal state in which the complex
amplitudes Ψ(v) are taken to be the ‘marginal distribution’ of an RBM, as given
in Eq. (13). Further generality is included by allowing complex parameters λ =
{a,b,W}. After rewriting Eq. (13) in the following form [20]
Ψλ(v) =
M∏
i=1

N∏
j=1
e
aj
M vj +
N∏
j=1
eWijvj+
aj
M vj+
bi
N
 =
M∏
i=1
Υ
(i)
v1v2···vN , (14)
it becomes clear that NQS are CPS constructed from the product of M extensive
N -site correlators Υ
(i)
v1v2···vN associated to each hidden unit. From a tensor-network
perspective these correlators are built from a sum of products of hidden-visible 2× 2
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coupling matrices C(ij) as
Υ
(i)
v1v2···vN =
1∑
hi=0
N∏
j=1
C
(ij)
hivj
= Ci10v1C
(i2)
0v2
· · ·C(iN)0vN + C
(i1)
1v1
C
(i2)
1v2
· · ·C(iN)1vN , (15)
and therefore have a very special tractable structure. We reproduce Eq. (14) by
choosing the coupling matrices to have elements
C
(ij)
hivj
= exp
(
hiWijvj +
bi
N
hi +
aj
M
vj
)
, (16)
We will find that the coupling matrices C(ij) between the i-th hidden and j-th visible
unit, discussed further in Appendix A, are a more transparent way to parameterise
an NQS than λ.
As with the modelling of probability distributions pλ(v) the RBM ansatz becomes
increasingly expressive as more hidden units are added [63]. Indeed if Ψ(v) possesses k
non-zero complex amplitudes then at most k hidden units are needed for Ψλ(v) to be
an exact description, as shown in Appendix B. An arbitrary state Ψ(v) can therefore
be captured by NQS, but only at the price of using exponentially many hidden units.
In contrast, once the number of hidden units scales at most as poly(N) for a state
then its NQS description is efficient.
4.3. Tensor network for NQS
Since the full RBM distribution pλ(v,h) is thermal with pairwise interactions over
the bipartite graph structure in Fig. 9, it follows from Sec. 3.3 that it is described
by CPS with pair correlators equal to the C(ij) matrices. The tensor network for the
NQS is then obtained by tracing out the classical hidden units, equivalent to quantum
mechanically projecting, by terminating their legs with a |+〉, as shown in Fig. 10(a).
After using the results from Sec. 3.1 the diagrammatic version of Eq. (14) and Eq. (15)
emerge transparently as Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 10(c), respectively.
Viewed as a tensor network a number of useful observations about NQS emerge:
Underlying GHZ correlators – For string bond states an MPS decomposition of
an extensive correlator is used to ensure tractable sampling. For NQS an even simpler
primitive is exploited that can also be sampled efficiently. Specifically, Fig. 10(c)
reveals that the underlying structure of N -site correlators Υ
(i)
v1v2···vN within an NQS
is simply a GHZ-state. This basic unit of correlation is then modified locally for each
visible unit via the coupling matrices C(ij). Sampling an NQS amounts to Fig. 11(a),
which then breaks up into a product of GHZ form extensive correlators that can also
be exactly and efficiently sampled as shown in Fig. 11(b).
Link to tensor decompositions – In terms of tensor networks there is a pleasing
synergy between the MPS and GHZ correlators. For an order-2 tensor T the singular
value decomposition (SVD) decomposes it into a product USV† of unitary matrices U
and V and a diagonal matrix of non-negative real numbers S [64]. Diagrammatically
we can view the SVD as bringing the T into equivalent GHZ or MPS forms, as
shown in Fig. 12(a). However, generalising the SVD for an order-N tensor T gives
at least two inequivalent alternatives, shown in Fig. 12(b). First, we could apply
the SVD sequentially to T bringing it into MPS form [32]. Second, we could use the
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Figure 10. (a) The tensor network built from coupling matrices C(ij) according
to the RBM geometry. The classical tracing out of the hidden spins corresponds
to terminating their legs with |+〉. (b) Tracing out leaves a CPS with extensive
correlators, as in Eq. (14). (c) Each correlator has the form of a GHZ-state and
so can be broken into a sum of two terms that are the product of the coupling
matrices, as in Eq. (15).
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 11. (a) Sampling an NQS network involves terminating the physical. (b)
Following Fig. 10(c) this factorises into the product of GHZ form correlators, each
of which can be individually sampled as shown.
direct multi-linear generalisation of the SVD called a canonical polyadic decomposition
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(a) (b) 
Figure 12. (a) The SVD of a matrix (order-2 tensor) can be written in a GHZ
form (the diagonal 3 tensor of singular values can be absorbed into either or both
of the unitaries), or MPS form. The slash notation through a leg denotes the
dimension of that leg. The original matrix is considered to be d × d, and so the
GHZ form is made from a d-dimensional COPY tensor. (b) For an order-N tensor,
taken to be d × d × . . . × d, a CPD decomposes it into a GHZ form built from
an r dimensional COPY tensor (where r is the tensor rank), and the matrices on
each leg are r× d. Sequential application of the SVD can similarly decompose an
order-N tensor into an MPS.
(CPD) [65, 66]. This is where T is factorised as
Tv1v2...vN =
r∑
α=1
λαA
(1)
αv1A
(2)
αv2 · · ·A(N)αvN , (17)
where A(j) are component matrices for each index, λα are non-negative coefficients,
and r is the rank of T , i.e. the minimum number of terms for the decomposition to
be exact. The COPY tensor in this case is the r dimensional generalisation of that
introduced in Sec. 3.1. Examining Eq. (15) we see that hidden unit correlators are
therefore equivalent to a CPD with its rank restricted to r = 2 owing to them being
binary.
Higher dimensional hidden units – This raises an interesting question about
whether it is desirable to allow the hidden units to be higher dimensional degrees
of freedom, analogous to MPS and PEPS bond dimension χ. The answer appears
to be in the affirmative. First, higher dimension hidden units can be easily handled
within Monte Carlo so long as r is not intractably large. Second, in Appendix C it
is shown that a general rank r CPD, which involves the superposition of r states, is
equivalent to a more complex two-layer RBM network‖ composed of r and dlog2(r)e
binary hidden units, respectively. This is depicted in Fig. 13. Sampleability of this
two-layer network relies on exhaustively summing the r configurations of the second
hidden layer. We will naturally encounter higher dimension hidden units in several
NQS examples described in the Sec. 5.
Adaptable receptive fields – While MPS correlators in string bond states can be
considerably more complex than GHZ ones, they do suffer from having intrinsically
one dimensional short-ranged correlations. A highly desirable feature of NQS is that
GHZ states have no underlying geometry and possess infinite-ranged correlations.
This makes them a useful building block for strongly correlated states. Specifically,
the one-to-all connections of a hidden unit to the visible units is entirely adaptable.
By fixing the coupling matrix to the projector |+〉 〈+ | as
C
(ij)
dis =
[
1 1
1 1
]
, (18)
‖ Special cases exist where a tensor with a rank r > 2 can still be described by a single hidden layer
exist, as we shall see.
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Figure 13. A CPD already has an RBM-like geometry based around a higher
dimensional hidden unit. It can be put into an NQS form based on only binary
hidden units by using a two-hidden-layer geometry composed of r and dlog2(r)e
hidden units, respectively. See Appendix C for details.
connections are deleted and a hidden unit will only ‘talk’ to a relevant subset of
visible units. In the parlance of machine learning this would define a local receptive
field of the hidden neuron [5]. Variational minimisation of the NQS therefore has the
capability to localise the receptive field of hidden units to capture local correlations
and constraints of a state, provided enough hidden units are available. This is nicely
illustrated by some examples of non-trivial states, e.g. toric code states, with exact
NQS representations in Sec. 5.
Connections to MPS and PEPS – The geometric freedom of the GHZ state,
reflected by the fusion rule for the COPY tensor shown in Fig. 5(a), means that we
can deform a NQS correlator into other tensor networks. By following Fig. 5(d) an
NQS is converted into an MPS via the steps shown in Fig. 14. The end result of
this construction is an MPS with tensors possessing an internal dimension χ = 2M ,
as already pointed out recently in Ref. [25]. This is a rather loose upper-bound and
in practice the tensors may be highly compressible owing to their internal structure,
e.g. as apparent from Fig. 14(b). A completely analogous construction can be applied
to give a PEPS by using Fig. 5(e) to arrange each correlator into a grid network of
COPY tensors. Similarly the resulting PEPS tensors will have an internal dimension
χ = 2M . However, a slightly more efficient scheme instead exploits the fact that for a
2D square lattice we can always weave two non-overlapping spanning loops across the
lattice, as pictured in Fig. 14(c). Thus, by converting half the correlators to one type
of periodic MPS and half into the other type, making the NQS a string-bond state,
and then merging the networks we obtain a periodic boundary PEPS with χ = 2M/2.
5. Examples of NQS
While we know that formally any state can have an NQS representation we do
not currently have a comprehensive understanding of what states have an efficient
description. As a starting point, in this section we exploit the tools developed to
express a variety of nontrivial many-body quantum states exactly and efficiently
as an NQS. This provides important clues as to what physics can be captured
with only a small number of hidden units. The examples are quite diverse. We
begin by highlighting the straightforward conversion of several well known exact
CPS examples [29] into the NQS formalism, and then introduce some new examples
including the dimer state and resonating valence bond state.
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Figure 14. (a) The fusion rule is used to split the COPY tensor into a chain
of N COPY tensors, like in Fig. 5(d), each with one of the coupling matrices
attached to it. Compared Fig. 10(b) the visible spins have also been organised in
a linear arrangement. Here we assume the most general case where every hidden
unit correlator is fully connected, i.e. there are no Cdis coupling matrices. (b) We
can then bundle together all the COPY tensors and coupling matrices involving a
given site. For each site these tensors could in principle be merged by contraction
to form an MPS tensor (as highlighted in the dashed box) with a ‘fat’ internal
leg made of M legs merged with a dimension 2M . An open boundary MPS is
shown, but it is equally valid to have legs looping around and connecting the first
and last tensors to give a periodic boundary MPS. (c) For a 4× 4 square lattice
two non-overlapping spanning periodic MPS arrangements for the COPY tensors
are shown. This generalises straightforwardly for bigger lattices. Merging two
hidden unit correlators with these MPS patterns will give a periodic boundary
PEPS network with χ = 2 (as highlighted by dashed box).
5.1. Graph states
Graph states |ΨG〉 form an important resource for measurement based quantum
computation [67, 68] and are defined for a set of qubits as
|ΨG〉 =
∏
〈i,j〉∈G
Uˆij |+〉 |+〉 · · · |+〉 , (19)
where G is a graph with qubits associated to the vertices and the edge 〈i, j〉
connecting the i-th and j-th qubits represents the application of a controlled-Z gate
Uˆij = 1i ⊗ 1j + 1i ⊗ σˆzi between them. Evidently graph states contain non-zero
amplitudes for every configuration |v〉 equal in magnitude, but with a sign structure
imposed by the Uˆ gates. Nonetheless the amount of entanglement between a subsystem
of NA qubits can scale as O(NA), and hence with its volume [69]. An example graph
is shown in Fig. 15(a). Since all the Uˆ gates commute the amplitudes of |ΨG〉 have a
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 15. (a) A graph G whose edges (dashed lines) define a graph state of 6
qubits. (b) The quantum circuit defining |ΨG〉 from (a) is equivalent to a tensor
network. The controlled-Z gates (one of which is highlighted by a dashed box)
have been expressed as COPY tensors connected with a Hadamard gate (box)
between them. (c) Using the COPY tensor rules this tensor network can be
rearranged into an RBM geometry, in this case with 3 hidden units.
pairwise correlator product form
|ΨG〉 =
∑
v
∏
〈i,j〉∈G
ΥHvivj |v〉 , (20)
where ΥHvivj = (−1)vivj and with the pattern of long-range correlators in the CPS
following directly from the graph G.
This CPS can be directly converted into an NQS by associating a hidden unit
with each edge [23]. However, in this case each hidden unit only has a local receptive
field composed of a pair of qubits. A more efficient NQS can be found by examining
the quantum circuit underlying Eq. (19), an example of which is shown in Fig. 15(b).
A quantum circuit is equivalent to a tensor network. Since the Uˆ gate is built from
a Hadamard gate sandwiched between COPY tensors the rules introduced in Sec. 3.1
allow this network to be rearranged into an RBM geometry, as shown in Fig. 15(c).
The minimum number of hidden units MG needed is found by rank ordering
vertices by their coordination in G and descending the list until the edges attached
to the top ranked vertices includes all edges in the graph. In graph theory this is
called the minimal vertex covering of the graph G [70]. We denote the vertex from
this rank list from which j-th hidden unit emerged from as rj . Coupling matrices for
the NQS then have elements Cvihj = (−1)vihj , for all vertices i attached to rj in G,
along with Cvrjhj = δvrjhj , while all others are disconnected with Cdis. That graph
states have an efficient NQS representation already illustrates that the NQS formalism
is not limited to describing area-law entanglement scaling states like MPS and PEPS
are [2]. They can capture massively entangled states, as has been greatly elaborated
on in Ref. [24].
The above result is also easily generalised to so-called weighted graph states [71].
The first step in their construction is to replace the controlled-Z gate between
qubits i and j in the graph by a more general controlled-phase gate Uˆij(ϕij) =
1i ⊗ 1j + 1i ⊗ Pˆj(ϕij), where Pˆ (ϕij) = diag(1, eiϕij ) and ϕij is a pair-dependent
phase. This gives
|ΨG(ϕ)〉 =
∏
〈i,j〉∈G
Uˆij(ϕij) |+〉 |+〉 · · · |+〉 , (21)
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where ϕ is an adjacency matrix of pair phases. Consequently |ΨG(ϕ)〉 retains the
same structure of NQS as |ΨG〉 with MG hidden units, but with coupling matrix
elements for all vertices i attached to rj in G changed to Cvihj = exp(iϕirjvihj).
To weight the graph state additional diagonal deformation operators Dˆi =
diag(1, edi) with di ∈ C are applied to each qubit¶, giving a state
|ΨWG(d,ϕ)〉 =
N∏
i=1
Dˆi |ΨG(ϕ)〉 (22)
parameterised by d = (d1, d2, . . . , dN )
T. Such weighted graph states have been
proposed as a useful class of variational states for interacting qubit systems, owing to
them being an (over-complete) basis irrespective of G, but also a potentially highly
entangled set of states depending on G [71]. Specifically the ansatz is composed
of k weighted graph states with identical ϕ but differing qubit deformations d(m)
superposed as
|Ψ〉 =
k∑
m=1
αm|ΨWG(d(m),ϕ)〉, (23)
with amplitudes αm. The state |Ψ〉 has an NQS representation with MG binary
hidden units to encode the amplitudes of the state |ΨG(ϕ)〉 in Eq. (21), and one
k dimensional hidden unit to encode a superposition of k deformations d(m) and
amplitudes αm applied to this state. Following the discussion in earlier Sec. 4.3 and
Appendix C this higher dimensional hidden unit can be converted into a two-layer
RBM with binary hidden units.
5.2. Uniform number states
Uniform number states are a basic set of states comprising of an equal superposition
of all configuration states |v〉 where v possesses a fixed number n of 1’s, as
|Ψn〉 =
∑
v|S(v)=n
|v〉 , (24)
where S(v) = v1+v2+ · · · vN is the sum function. Depending on how we interpret our
physical system and the configuration basis |v〉, the state |Ψn〉 could be a spin state
with fixed total z-magnetisation ~( 12N −n)/2, or a state of hard-core bosons/spinless
fermions with fixed total particle number n.
For any 0 < n < N the states |Ψn〉 have an NQS representation with M = dN/2e
hidden units forming fully-connected extensive correlators. The explicit construction
is described in detail in Appendix D. In short it works by each hidden unit correlator
giving zero for v’s in one or more of the number sectors 6= n. A product of several of
such correlators is built so that overall the amplitude vanishes for all configurations
except those in the desired number sector n.
A special case of a uniform number state with n = 1 is commonly known as a
W-state. In general the W-state is a superposition of all translates of the configuration
state | 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0〉 as
|ΨW〉 = α1 | 1, 0, 0, · · · , 0, 0〉+ α2 | 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0, 0〉+ αN | 0, 0, 0, · · · , 0, 1〉 . (25)
¶ The definition of weighted graphs states also applies single qubit unitaries uˆ1⊗ uˆ2⊗ · · ·⊗ uˆN after
the deformations [71]. We will ignore this in the NQS representation since a fixed local change of
basis can be accounted for by rotating the observables we compute within variational Monte Carlo.
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where αj ’s are arbitrary complex amplitudes. Owing to its single-particle nature the
W-state NQS follows directly from that of |Ψn=1〉 by taking any one of its hidden
units i and simply right multiply each of its coupling matrices C(ij) by the matrix
Dj = diag(1, αj).
(a) (b) 
(c) 
Figure 16. (a) Take a 3 × 3 lattice in the x-y plane with periodic boundary
conditions and label the sites as shown. The two-site correlators depend on the
complex coordinates zj of each site. (b) The CPS for the Laughlin amplitudes
(on top of |Ψn〉) is a completely connected graph with the geometry of the
lattice encoded in the two-site correlators. For illustration the colours of the
correlators relates the whether it came from a nearest-neighbour or diagonal bond,
as highlighted in (a). (c) The CPS reconfigured into an RBM geometry composed
of 8 hidden units. Note the decreasing coordination of each hidden unit.
5.3. Laughlin state
A less trivial modification of |Ψn〉 is the Laughlin quantum Hall state. In first
quantisation this is a wave function for n particles that fill a fraction 1/ν of the
lowest Landau level given as
ΨLS(r1, r2, . . . , rn) =
n∏
i=1
n∏
j=i+1
(zi − zj)ν
n∏
k=1
e−|zk|
2
, (26)
where zk is the dimensionless complex coordinate of the k-th particle in the plane,
normalised to the magnetic length scale [72]. To connect to a lattice system we map
this state on to a set of coordinates z1, z2, . . . , zN for N sites, as shown in Fig. 16(a),
with |v〉 being the occupation Fock basis as [29]
|ΨLS〉 =
∑
v|S(v)=n
N∏
i=1
N∏
j=i+1
ΥLS(ij)vivj |v〉 , (27)
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where
ΥLS(ij)vivj = (zi − zj)νvivj exp
(
−|zj |
2vj
j − 1
)
. (28)
Consequently the lattice Laughlin state in Eq. (27) is a CPS with two-site correlators
Υ
LS(ij)
vivj between every pair of sites i, j, very similar to a fully-connected graph state,
but with amplitudes restricted to configurations in the number sector n.
To construct an NQS for the |ΨLS〉 we therefore use the dN/2e hidden unit
correlators of |Ψn〉, and add to them the hidden unit correlators that imprint the
lattice Laughlin amplitudes on to the n particle configurations. The fully-connected
geometry of the CPS [52], shown in Fig. 16(b), can be unravelled into an RBM
geometry giving M = N−1 additional hidden units, each with increasing coordination,
as depicted in Fig. 16(c).
5.4. Toric code state
NQS and commonly used CPS share an even closer relationship when the receptive
field of the hidden units is limited to a small geometric motif. A simple but highly
non-trivial example of this are the toric code states |ΨTS〉 [73]. If we take the
physical qubits as being located on the bonds of a square lattice (i.e. on the dual
lattice) with periodic boundary conditions, then |ΨTS〉 arises as the ground state of
the Hamiltonian
Hˆtoric = −
∑
v∈+
Aˆv −
∑
p∈
Bˆp. (29)
where
Aˆv =
∏
i∈v
σˆzi , and Bˆp =
∏
i∈p
σˆxi .
Here + denotes the set of vertices with Aˆv being the product of four σˆzi ’s on qubits
surrounding a vertex v, while  denotes the set of plaquettes with Bˆp composed the
product of four σˆxi ’s on the qubits lying on the perimeter of a plaquette p. These are
depicted in Fig. 17(a).
Since overlapping vertex and plaquette terms share two qubits Hˆtoric is a sum
of commuting terms. A ground state |ΨTS〉 of Hˆtoric is therefore a simultaneous +1
eigenstate of all Aˆv and Bˆp operators. The former is satisfied by configuration states
|v〉 in which qubits in the basis state | 1〉 form closed loops around the lattice, denoted
as | c〉, examples of which are shown in Fig. 17(b) and (c). To satisfy the latter we
construct
|ΨTS〉 =
∏
p∈
(1+ Bˆp) | c〉 , (30)
which is an equal superposition of all closed loops within the topological sector
containing | c〉. An example is shown in Fig. 18(a).
The classes of closed loop states for a lattice with periodic boundary conditions
are distinguished by so-called Wilson loop operators. These are two pairs of highly
non-local operators of the form
Wˆex =
∏
i∈`ex
σˆxi , Wˆey =
∏
i∈`ey
σˆxi , Wˆmx =
∏
i∈`mx
σˆzi , Wˆmy =
∏
i∈`my
σˆzi , (31)
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 17. (a) A 3 × 3 square lattice with vertices ×. Qubits (blue circles) are
located at the centre of bonds and form a 6 × 3 dual lattice. A vertex operator
Aˆv and a plaquette operator Bˆp are shown. Also possible paths `e,mx,y for the four
Wilson loop operators Wˆe,mx,y are shown. These closed loops need not be straight,
as illustrated by `ex. (b) A closed loop state | c〉 within the (1, 1) sector. Qubits in
| 0〉 are smaller blue circles, while the larger red circles are those in | 1〉. The path
between them follows the square lattice edges to form a closed loop. A closed
loop state within the (−1, 1) topological sector.
where `ex,y is a set of qubits forming an e = electric loop around the x- or y-axis of the
lattice that cuts through vertices, while `mx,y is an m = magnetic loop which instead
goes cuts through qubits via the centre of the plaquettes. Possible choices of these
loops, which encircle the axes of the torus, are shown in Fig. 17(a).
Closed loop states | c〉 are eigenstates of the magnetic loop operators and their
eigenvalues are the parity of the winding number pix,y = (−1)ny,x , where nx,y is number
of loops wrapping around the x- or y-axis, respectively. Together (pix, piy) define four
distinct topological sectors, containing loop states | c〉 like those shown in Fig. 18(b)-
(e), each of which generates unique ground states Eq. (30). The application of electric
loop operators transform ground states between topological sectors [73].
(a) 
(b) (c) (d) (e) 
Figure 18. (a) A toric code ground state |ΨTS〉 is composed of an equal
superposition of all closed loop states in a topological sector, as depicted. The
loops inside | 〉 correspond to configurations like that in Fig. 17(b). (b) A closed
loop state in the topological sector (1, 1), like those in (a). Similarly we have closed
loop states in the topological sectors (c) (−1, 1), (d) (1,−1) and (e) (−1,−1).
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The ground states |ΨTS〉 have a remarkably simple and well studied
representation in terms of overlapping plaquette CPS [29] and related PEPS tensor
network constructions [74]. To enforce closed loops an order-4 XOR tensor is placed
at each vertex with connectivity mirroring the corresponding Aˆv term [57]. The XOR
tensor guarantees that only an even number of the four qubits around a vertex are
in the basis state | 1〉. By gluing together all the overlapping 4 qubit XOR state
correlators with COPY tensors we obtain the tensor network shown in Fig. 19(a),
which represents a superposition of all states that simultaneously satisfy all the vertex
constraints for the sector (1, 1).
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 19. (a) The tensor network representation of the toric code ground
state |ΨTS〉 built from XOR and COPY tensors. The light grey lines denote
the dual lattice for the qubits. (b) The NQS representation of |ΨTS〉 found by
simple applying Fig. 6(a). The COPY tensors associated to hidden units have
been raised out of the plane to show the RBM geometry. (c) Mapping to other
topological sectors or creating excitations of Hˆtoric involve applying σˆ
x operators
to strings of qubits. A σˆx operator (X box) gets copied across the COPY tensor
and alters all the coupling matrices of the hidden units attached to that qubit,
as shown. A σˆz operator (Z box) is diagonal in the configuration basis and so
commutes with the COPY tensor, as shown.
The conversion of this tensor network into a NQS [22, 25] is seen here to be a
formality of performing a CPD on the plaquette correlator. This is trivial for the
XOR tensor which has a rank r = 2 decomposition, as shown earlier in Fig. 6(a), and
so leaves a RBM with Hadamard gate coupling matrices on N/2 hidden units whose
local receptive fields are illustrated in Fig. 19(b). The conclusion holds for the toric
states in the other topological sectors+. Specifically, the application of Wˆex,y loop
operators can be pulled through the COPY tensors modifying the coupling matrices
of hidden units attached to qubits along the path by multiplication with σˆx, as shown
in Fig. 19(c).
5.5. Fully-packed loop and dimer state
The construction of NQS via overlapping plaquette correlators that enforce local
constraints can be easily extended to build other non-trivial many-body states inspired
from classical statistical mechanics [75, 76]. For instance instead of 4 qubit XOR state
we could use the 4 qubit uniform number state |Ψ2〉 as the correlator. The tensor
network remains as Fig. 19(a) only with the XOR tensor replaced by an order-4 tensor
+ In fact all eigenstates of Hˆtoric can be expressed as a NQS of this form.
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F with six non-zero elements F1100 = F1010 = F1001 = F0110 = F0101 = F0011 = 1,
as depicted in Fig. 20(a). Consequently F enforces exactly two qubits around every
vertex to be in the basis state | 1〉. Gluing together these constraints means that
configurations |v〉 with non-zero amplitude are now so-called fully packed loops where
the lattice is totally filled with non-touching loops [75], an example of which is shown
in Fig. 20(b). The resulting tensor network gives the state |ΨFS〉 that is an equal
superposition of all such fully packed loops.
(a) (b) 
Figure 20. (a) The order-4 tensor F describing a |Ψ2〉 correlator has only six
non-zero elements. These can be interpreted as the ways in which a single line can
enter and exit a vertex. (b) The constraints imposed by F on each vertex means
that allowable configurations of the system are now composed of fully packed loop
states like that depicted. Since F does not have a non-zero element for all four
lines the loops are non-touching.
Another example uses the 4 qubit uniform number state |Ψ1〉, or the W-
state, as the correlator. This the order-4 tensor W then has non-zero elements
W1000 = W0100 = W0010 = W0001 = 1 enforcing precisely one qubit around every
vertex to be in the basis state | 1〉. Applying this constraint to the results in a state
|ΨDS〉 that is an equal superposition of configurations of qubits |v〉, each of which
can be interpreted as a complete dimer covering of the underlying square lattice of
vertices [76], as shown in Fig. 21.
In fact |ΨDS〉 is closely related to the ground state of the well-known quantum
dimer model [77]
HˆRK =
∑
p∈
{
− J( |‖〉 〈= |+ |=〉 〈‖ | )+ V ( |‖〉 〈‖ |+ |=〉 〈= | )}, (32)
where the first term describes the kinetic energy of dimers which flips pairs of parallel
nearest-neighbour dimers with energy J , and the second term describes a repulsion
between such pairs with energy V . At the Rokhsar-Kivelson point J = V the dimer
state |ΨDS〉 is a ground state of HˆRK with zero energy [77].
Conversion of the tensor networks for both |ΨFS〉 and |ΨDS〉 into an NQS proceeds
identically to the toric code ground state. However, an important difference is that
the CPD of both the F and W tensor is now rank r = 4. In the case of the W tensor
we have two options depicted in Fig. 22(a), use a single 4 dimensional hidden unit
in CPD form, or use two binary hidden units per plaquette correlator following the
result from Sec. 5.2. For clarity we will adopt the first approach.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 21. (a) The order-4 tensor W describing |Ψ1〉 correlator has only four
non-zero elements. These can be interpreted as fixing a line on a particular edge
between vertices. (b) One possible qubit configuration compatible with W -state
correlators at each vertex. The resulting state can be interpreted as a complete
dimer covering of the underlying square lattice of vertices ×, as shown.
(a) (b) 
Figure 22. (a) The order-4 tensor W has a CPD with a rank of r = 4 and
therefore involves a 4 dimensional COPY tensor and 4 × 2 coupling matrices on
each leg. The trapezoid shape denotes the rectangular nature of these coupling
matrices. Alternatively it can be decomposed into a network involving two binary
COPY tensors and 2 × 2 coupling matrices. (b) The singlet bond tensor S is
defined so that terminating its top leg with basis states results in | 0〉 7→ |+〉 |+〉
and | 1〉 7→ | 0, 1〉 − | 1, 0〉, as shown. The shading of S indicates its orientation,
and this is also reflected in its CPD which has a rank 3, as shown.
5.6. Resonating valence bond state
The resonating valence bond (RVB) state was introduced by Anderson as a new
form of insulating state [78] and later as a trial wave function in the context of high
temperature superconductivity [79]. It continues to receive significant attention for
describing quantum spin liquids [80, 81]. Generally for a bipartite lattice composed of
N qubits the RVB state is defined as [82]
|ΨRVB〉 =
∑
iα∈A,jβ∈B
h(i1 − j1) · · ·h(iN/2 − jN/2)
∣∣ (i1, j1) · · · (iN/2, jN/2)〉 , (33)
where h(r) is a positive definite function of the bond length r and (i, j) denotes the
spin singlet state | s〉 = | 0, 1〉 − | 1, 0〉 for qubits i and j, with i in sublattice A and j
in sublattice B. The RVB state was originally proposed as a good variational trial for
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the ground state of spin-1/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet
HˆAFM = J
∑
〈i,j〉
(
σˆxi σˆ
x
j + σˆ
y
i σˆ
y
j + σˆ
z
i σˆ
z
j
)
, (34)
where J > 0 is the exchange coupling and 〈i, j〉 denotes nearest-neighbour sites on
the lattice. The rationale was that since each term individually has a “valence bond”
ground state | s〉, the state |ΨRVB〉 composed of a superposition that “resonates”
between all possible singlet coverings connecting the two sublattices may be close to
the ground state.
As a final example we take the dimer state and transform it into the nearest-
neighbour RVB state. To accomplish this we introduce an order-3 tensor S that takes
a qubit and maps its state to a pair of qubits as | 0〉 7→ |+〉 |+〉 and | 1〉 7→ | s〉, and
is illustrated in Fig. 22(b). Thus, given a dimer state of qubits located on the bonds
applying the S transformation simultaneously to all nearest-neighbour pairs maps it
to |ΨRVB〉 over the underlying square lattice of qubits.
(a) (b) 
Figure 23. (a) The tensor network built from W tensors for the dimer state is
shown. Displaced below it is the tensor network of S transformations for each
nearest-neighbour pair for a 3×3 patch of a larger system. Since the singlet state
is antisymmetric the S tensor orientation is important and is indicated by its
shading. Here we use the convention that the first spin in any pair | 0, 1〉 − | 1, 0〉
is located on sublattice A. The dashed lines indicate legs which are contracted
together. (b) The same network as (a) but with CPD forms for the W and S
tensors inserted.
The tensor network describing the transformation is given by gluing together all
the overlapping S tensors with COPY tensors. The corresponding two-layer tensor
network∗ for |ΨRVB〉 then follows as the product of the dimer state network with this
transformation, as shown in Fig. 23(a).
∗ It should be noted that a more efficient tensor network for the RVB state comprising of a PEPS
geometry with bond dimension χ = 3 is known [74, 83].
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Conversion to an NQS begins by inserting the CPD forms for the W and S
tensors given in Fig. 22(a) and (b). The resulting network is shown in Fig. 23(b).
This can rewired using the identity depicted in Fig. 24(a), which is discussed further
in Appendix E. The network is then composed of a visible layer of physical qubits
along with two hidden layers with 3 and 4 dimensional hidden units, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 24(b). The result is thus an NQS with a “deep” RBM geometry. In
contrast to previous single layer NQS examples, including those with a single higher
dimensional hidden unit, this representation cannot be exactly and efficiently sampled
in the configuration basis since there O(N) hidden units in the second layer].
(a) (b) 
Figure 24. (a) A manipulation of a segment of the network connecting the S
to two W tensors. The top 3 × 2 component matrix for S can be copied across
the 2 dimensional COPY tensor converting it into a 3 dimensional COPY tensor
(see Appendix E). This component matrix and the 2× 4 component matrix from
W can then be combined into one 3 × 4 matrix. The two 3 dimensional COPY
tensor can be fused together. (b) This transforms Fig. 23(b) into a deep-RBM
geometry with two hidden layers. For clarity only one hidden unit for the top
layer is shown.
6. Extensions to correlator operator approach
While the examples considered in Sec. 5 shed light on the expressiveness of NQS
to finish we outline a powerful extension of the approach made evident by the
link to correlator product states. For any CPS, as in Eq. (5), each correlator
Υ
(c)
vx1(c)vx2(c)···vx`(c) can be elevated to a correlator operator Υˆ
(c) defined to be diagonal
in the fixed configuration basis [29] as
Υˆ(c) =
∑
v
Υ
(c)
vx1(c)vx2(c)···vx`(c) |v〉 〈v | . (35)
The general process of elevating any correlator (or state) to an operator by contracting
order-3 COPY tensors to it is depicted in Fig. 25(a). A CPS is then written as the
product of these commuting correlator operators acting on a reference state |Φ〉 as
|ΨCPS〉 =
∏
c∈C
Υˆ(c) |Φ〉 , (36)
] Forming a single layer NQS for the nearest-neighbour RVB state appears to be non-trivial. However,
the solution is not really necessary for practical calculations as we are about to discuss in Sec. 6.
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allowing them to adjust the amplitudes of configurations already present in |Φ〉. The
generic CPS introduced in Eq. (5) has |Φ〉 = |Ψ+〉 = |+〉 |+〉 · · · |+〉 =
∑
v |v〉 where
all configurations appear uniformly. Importantly, we have the freedom to use other
reference states |Φ〉 that may be more physically relevant as well as computationally
more convenient [29]. A fundamental restriction in our choice is that 〈v |Φ 〉 must be
efficiently computable if variational Monte Carlo is to be applicable.
A useful alternative |Φ〉 is the uniform number state |Ψn〉 =
∑
v|S(v)=n |v〉,
equivalent to applying a projection into the n-particle subspace to |Ψ+〉. Since the
sum function S(v) is trivial to evaluate when sampling the |v〉 basis this projection can
be done on-the-fly within the Monte Carlo, thus removing the need for the CPS/NQS
ansatz to explicitly enforce the constraint as we did earlier in Sec. 5.2.
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 25. (a) Any order-N tensor Ψ can be turned into a diagonal correlator
operator by simply contracting an order-3 COPY tensor on to each physical leg. If
Ψ is samplable, as indicated by a hashed region, then the correlator operator can
be used within variational Monte Carlo. (b) A reference state |Φ〉 has an order-N
tensor Φ of samplable amplitudes, shown here for a 2D square lattice. A full CPS
ansatz is formed by applying sequences of correlator operators, as shown here for
a string-bond and an entangled plaquette cases. (c) An NQS based approach is
equivalent to the application of M GHZ-type correlator operators.
Richer classes of references states can be derived from Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov
states of spin-1/2 fermions including Fermi sea, spin/charge density wave and Bardeen-
Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) states. In contrast to the product state |Ψ+〉 these type of
reference states are entangled and indeed can logarithmically violate the area-law [2].
They are therefore a much more powerful starting point for describing strongly-
correlated systems. In the BCS case a pair-product (or geminal) state of N/2 singlet
pairs are defined as
|ΨBCS〉 =
∏
σ
 N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
αij cˆ
†
i↑cˆ
†
j↓
N/2 | vac〉 , (37)
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where αij is a symmetric pair wave function and cˆ
†
jσ is the canonical creation operator
for a fermion of spin σ = {↑, ↓} at site j. To connect to the qubit systems considered
thus far a Gutzwiller projection [84]
Pg = exp
−g∑
j
nˆj↑nˆj↓
 = N∏
j=1
[
1− (1− e−g)nˆj↑nˆj↓
]
(38)
is applied where the parameter g > 0 is taken to the limit g →∞ so it fully projects out
double occupancies on every site. At half-filling electronic configurations are spanned
by qubit configuration basis states |v〉, with vj = 0 = ↑ and vj = 1 = ↓, expressed in
terms of fermions as
|v〉 = cˆ†1,v1 cˆ†2,v2 . . . cˆ†N,vN | vac〉 .
The fully projected half-filled BCS state gives a fermionic representation of an RVB
spin state |ΨRVB〉 = Pg=∞ |ΨBCS〉 [79]. The nearest-neighbour RVB spin state on a
2D square lattice considered in Sec. 5.6 has a fermionic representation with a s + id
pairing wave function, where αij = 1 for i and j neighbouring along the x-axis of
the lattice, αij = i for i and j neighbouring along the y-axis of the lattice, and zero
otherwise [81].
Crucially the amplitudes 〈v |ΨRVB 〉 can be exactly and efficiently computed.
Given the N/2 locations of 0’s in |v〉 are i1, . . . , iN/2, and those for the 1’s are
j1, . . . , jN/2, then [85]
〈v |ΨRVB 〉 = sgn(i1, . . . , iN/2, j1, . . . , jN/2) det
[
A(i1, . . . , iN/2, j1, . . . , jN/2)
]
.
Here sgn(i1, . . . , iN/2, j1, . . . , jN/2) is the sign of the permutation required to put the
list of sites into numerical order, and A is an N/2×N/2 matrix defined as
A(i1, . . . , iN/2, j1, . . . , jN/2) =
 αi1j1 · · · αi1jN/2... . . . ...
αiN/2j1 · · · αiN/2jN/2
 . (39)
Evaluating the determinant of a matrix with a size proportional to N within
〈v |ΨRVB 〉 can be performed in O(N3) time. Analogous results hold for other
projected mean-field fermionic states [85].
Armed with such non-trivial sampleable reference states |Φ〉 dispenses with the
need to have an explicit CPS/NQS construction for them like we considered in Sec. 5.6.
This allows the variational parameters within the correlator operators to instead be
directed at modifying the physical properties of these states, such as correlation
lengths, critical exponents and order parameters, that might otherwise be difficult
to describe. For CPS correlator operators based on two-site correlators their action
is entirely equivalent to well-known Jastrow factors [30] commonly used in variational
Monte Carlo [46], such as the spin-spin factor
Js = exp
− N∑
i,j=1
uij σˆ
z
i σˆ
z
j
 , (40)
parameterised by scalars uij . Correlator product states are a natural framework
for generalising Jastrow factors to higher-body correlators [29]. A direct extension
would be to use correlators spanning larger clusters of sites, however to scale to
extensively sized correlators, while retaining efficient and exact sampleability, would
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instead require constructions such as string-bond or NQS based correlators. This is
shown in Fig. 25(b). While PEPS based correlator operators cannot be exactly and
efficiently sampled, by employing approximate contraction methods they can also be
used, as was proposed and analysed recently [86].
From this perspective the elevation of NQS to correlator operators applied to
suitable reference states, as shown in Fig. 25(c), is particularly appealing. A key
advantage of the NQS form is that the GHZ-type correlators are geometrically
unbiased allowing the variational minimisation to tailor locality, multi-body and
range of the correlators. Such properties of the RBM form have proven extremely
useful in the context of machine learning features. Very recent work by Nomura et
al [21] implementing this approach on the Heisenberg and Hubbard models has shown
substantially improved accuracy beyond conventional NQS and VMC approaches.
Ongoing work using the TNT library [31, 87] is testing the performance of this NQS
extension, with both higher dimensional hidden units and more layers, on a variety of
paradigmatic spin and fermion models [88].
7. Conclusions
In this paper we have used the framework of tensor networks, and in particular the
algebraic properties of the COPY tensor, to unify NQS with the broader class of CPS.
This approach has illustrated how tensor network diagrammatics is a powerful tool
for reasoning about quantum states beyond the conventional TNT ansatzes like MPS,
TTN, PEPS and MERA. Using this we have revealed a number of simple observations
about NQS, namely that they are based on an extensive correlator with a GHZ form
related to the CPD tensor factorisation and that they naturally complement the MPS
correlators used in string-bond states. Using the connection to CPS we presented a
number of exact NQS representations of non-trivial states including, weighted-graph
states, the Laughlin state, toric code states, and the RVB state. These examples
showed how adaptable and expressive the NQS representation is, and suggest how
further enhancements are gained by using higher-dimensional hidden units and/or a
second hidden layer in the RBM. The major outlook of this work is the elevation of
NQS to correlator operators allowing this novel approach to be applied to a much
wider range of non-trivial reference states.
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Appendix A. Tabulating hidden unit correlators
It is convenient to represent a hidden unit correlator Υ
(i)
v1v2···vN within an NQS by
tabulating the constituent 2× 2 coupling matrices as[
1 e
a1
M
e
bi
N eWi1+
a1
M +
bi
N
]
;
[
1 e
a2
M
e
bi
N eWi2+
a2
M +
bi
N
]
; · · · ;
[
1 e
aN
M
e
bi
N eWiN+
aN
M +
bi
N
]
.(A.1)
For any configuration v the value of vj = {0, 1} indicates the relevant column of the
j-th matrix, and we read off Υ
(i)
v1v2···vN by summing the product of elements along
each row. For example Υ
(i)
00···0 = 1 + e
bi , Υ
(i)
10···0 = e
a1
M + ebieWi1+
a1
M , and so on. The
full NQS is then an amplitude-wise multiplication of each hidden unit correlator. We
will find this tabulated form useful in the following appendices.
Appendix B. NQS as a universal quantum state approximator
It was established by the machine learning community that RBMs can approximate
arbitrarily well any probability distribution p(v) over v ∈ {0, 1}N given a sufficient
number of hidden units. Specifically, if p(v) has support on k configurations then
k + 1 hidden units can describe it exactly [63]. The formal implication is that given
an exponentially large number of hidden units an RBM can describe exactly any
distribution p(v), and is therefore a universal approximator.
Here we provide a simpler proof of this result exploiting the coupling matrix
tabulation. We refine the result by showing that to describe k non-zero complex
amplitudes Ψ(v) actually only requires k hidden units. Suppose we want to describe
a quantum state
|Ψ〉 =
k∑
j=1
Ψj |v(j)〉, (B.1)
comprising of a superposition of k distinct configuration states |v(j)〉 and
corresponding complex amplitudes Ψj . Then the we use k hidden units with the
j-th having the following coupling matrices[
s s
ηj(1− v(j)1 ) ηjv(j)1
]
; · · · ;
[
s s
ηj(1− v(j)N ) ηjv(j)N
]
. (B.2)
Here 0 < s < 1 is a suppression factor, and the coefficient in the matrices is
ηj =
Ψ
1/N
j
sk−1
. (B.3)
In isolation the j-th hidden unit correlator is equivalent to a quantum state
|ψj〉 = sN
∑
x
|x〉+ Ψj
sN(k−1)
|v(j)〉, (B.4)
superposing the uniform state with the j-th configuration state. The full NQS is built
from all k hidden units and its amplitudes are found by multiplying those of the states
|ψj〉 together as
|ΨNQS〉 =
k∏
j=1
(
sN +
Ψj
sN(k−1)
δx,v(j)
)
|x〉 = sNk
∑
x
|x〉+
k∑
j=1
Ψj |vj〉 . (B.5)
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Here δx,y = δx1,y1 · · · δxN ,yN and since each v(j) has disjoint amplitudes cross-terms
vanish. We then take the limit s → 0 to remove the uniform state from the
superposition, although the exponential dependence with N and k means that any
s < 1 quickly achieves this effect in practice.
Appendix C. Transforming a CPD into an NQS
Here we show that a CPD can be expressed exclusively terms of binary COPY tensors
forming an NQS geometry with two layers of hidden units. The CPD of an order-N
tensor is built around an order-N r-dimensional COPY tensor, where r is the tensor
rank. The N rectangular r × 2 coupling are given by
c
(1)
10 c
(1)
11
c
(2)
10 c
(2)
11
...
...
c
(r)
10 c
(r)
11
 ;

c
(1)
20 c
(2)
21
c
(2)
20 c
(2)
21
...
...
c
(r)
20 c
(2)
21
 ; · · · ;

c
(1)
N0 c
(1)
N1
c
(2)
N0 c
(2)
N1
...
...
c
(r)
N0 c
(r)
N1
 . (C.1)
As a quantum state the CPD is equivalent a sum of r product states
|ΨCPD〉 =
r∑
j=1
|φj〉 , with |φj〉 = ⊗Ni=1
(
c
(j)
i0 | 0〉+ c(j)i1 | 1〉
)
. (C.2)
A strategy for decomposing this state into an NQS essentially follows from Appendix
B. However, unlike configuration states |v(j)〉 the states |φj〉 will in general have non-
zero amplitudes for all configurations and so are not disjoint. Consequently cross-terms
appear if the universal approximator construction is used.
A way around this is to introduce A = dlog2(r)e ancilla physical qubits. For each
state |φj〉 we associate a unique configuration state over these ancilla, |a(j)〉. For r
hidden units we then define the coupling matrices of the j-th as[
s s
η
(j)
10 η
(j)
11
]
; · · · ;
[
s s
η
(j)
N0 η
(j)
N1
]
;
[
1 1
(1− a(j)1 ) a(j)1
]
; · · · ;
[
1 1
(1− a(j)A ) a(j)A
]
, (C.3)
where the coefficients are
η
(j)
ixi
=
c
(j)
ixi
sr−1
. (C.4)
The full quantum state described by the NQS is then
|ΨNQS〉 =
∑
x,a
r∏
j=1
(
sN +
1
sN(r−1)
N∏
i=1
c
(j)
ixi
δa,a(j)
)
|x〉 |a〉 , (C.5)
= sNr
∑
x,a
|x〉 |a〉+
(∑
x
N∏
i=1
c
(j)
ixi
|x〉
)
|a(j)〉, (C.6)
= sNr
∑
x,a
|x〉 |a〉+
r∑
j=1
|φj〉 |a(j)〉, (C.7)
owing to the disjoint amplitudes over the system + ancilla. As with the universal
approximator we remove the uniform state by taking the limit s → 0. Finally we
reduce |ΨNQS〉 to |ΨCPD〉 by projecting out each ancilla qubit in the |+〉 state. The
effect of this on the tensor network is to introduce a second layer of hidden units, as
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shown in Fig. C1 for the projection of a single qubit. Doing this for all the ancilla
qubits results in an NQS with a two-layer RBM geometry composed of r units in the
first layer and dlog2(r)e units in the second, as shown earlier in Fig. 13.
Figure C1. Take an NQS with a single layer RBM geometry and project out one
of the physical spins (the third in this case) in the visible layer in the |+〉 state.
The resulting visible unit then becomes a hidden unit in a second hidden layer.
Appendix D. Explicit construction of uniform number state
The NQS universal approximator constructions works by adding configurations upon
with each hidden unit correlator multiplication. Here we illustrate how NQS can also
work by cancellation. To represent |Ψn〉 we will introduce hidden unit correlators
with uniform coupling matrices that project out all number sectors except n. We
already have one such correlator useful for this task, namely the XOR tensor given by
coupling matrices
Codd =
(
1
2
)1/N [
1 −1
1 1
]
. (D.1)
From this we see that the bottom row gives
∑
v |v〉 while the top row gives∑
v(−1)P(v) |v〉. The sum of these two states therefore causes the cancellation of all
|v〉 in odd numbered sectors where P(v) = 1. The XOR tensor is therefore an RBM
correlator Υodd describing a uniform superposition of even numbered sectors. This
can be flipped around to give the RBM correlator Υeven, with all the even numbered
sectors cancelling out instead, by using the coupling matrices
Ceven =
(
1
2
)1/N [
(−1)1/N −(−1)1/N
1 1
]
, (D.2)
where the top row is negated overall. Another simple case is an RBM correlator Υtriv
that cancels out the trivial n = 0 and n = N sectors. This is achieved by coupling
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matrices
Ctriv =
1
s1/N
[
(−1)1/N 1
1 (−1)1/N
]
. (D.3)
The amplitudes on all other sectors is now not uniform so the scale factor s =
(−1)N−n + (−1)n ensures all states in sector n have unit amplitude.
To project down to just sector n we need to build RBM correlators Υm⇒0 that
cancel out any given number sector m > 0. The following form of coupling matrices
is helpful
Cm⇒0 =
1
s1/N
[
a b
1 1
]
. (D.4)
In this case the top line gives
∑
v a
N−S(v)bS(v) |v〉. By choosing
b =
(−1)1/m
aN/m−1
, (D.5)
all |v〉 with S(v) = m cancel with the bottom row. So long as a < 1, all other terms
remain non-zero. By choosing s = 1 + aN−nbn all states in the number sector n have
unit amplitude.
To build an NQS representation of |Ψn〉 we therefore compose an appropriate
set of these hidden unit correlators whose union of non-zero (unit) amplitudes is the
number sector n. In fact M = dN/2e hidden units is sufficient with the following
hidden unit correlators
n (even) |Ψn〉 → ΥtrivΥodd
∏
m (even),m 6=n
Υm⇒0,
n (odd) |Ψn〉 → ΥtrivΥeven
∏
m (odd),m 6=n
Υm⇒0.
While simple and efficient this construction is not always optimal. For example, the
W-state can be shown to have an NQS representation using only M = dlog2(N)e
hidden units. However, there is little utility in improving this construction since, as
shown in Sec. 6, it is unnecessary in practice to explicitly describe a uniform number
state within an NQS.
(a) (b) 
Figure D1. (a) The CPD of the S tensor with leg dimensions and component
matrices A(j) labelled. (b) When contracting the component matrix A(1) with
an order-3 2 dimensional COPY tensor it can be pulled through converting the
COPY tensor to a 3 dimensional version.
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Appendix E. Singlet tensor
Following its definition given in Fig. 22(b) the S tensor can be readily seen to have a
rank 3 CPD with 3× 2 component matrices
A(1) =
 0 10 1
1 0
 ; A(2) =
 1 00 1
1 1
 ; A(3) =
 0 1−1 0
1 1
 . (E.1)
Together these give
Sv1v2v3 =
3∑
α=1
A(1)αv1A
(2)
αv2A
(3)
αv3 , (E.2)
as depicted in Fig. D1(a). The component matrix A(1) obeys a special property that
when contracted with a 2 dimensional COPY tensor it can be pulled through and
converts the COPY into a 3 dimensional variant, as shown in Fig. D1(b). This was
used earlier in Sec. 5.6 and Fig. 24(c) to rewire the RVB state into a deep-RBM type
NQS.
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